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Abstract—A method to compute the truncated union bound of non-binary turbo codes mapped to high order modulations is proposed in this letter. It calls for the estimate of the truncated Euclidean distance spectrum. To this end, we identify the error events that limit the Euclidean distance of non-binary turbo codes based on memory-1 convolutional codes defined over GF($q$), $q > 2$. Application examples are elaborated for codes over GF(64). The resulting bounds are found to accurately predict the asymptotic performance of the coded modulation scheme.
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I. INTRODUCTION

NON-BINARY (NB) forward error correction (FEC) codes represent strong candidates for next generation communication standards. First, coded modulation (CM) capacity is always greater than or equal to bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) capacity [1], [2]. This gain can be up to 1.0 dB in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Second, NB codes have been shown to perform better than binary codes for small block lengths [3], [4]. The transmission of short frames is of high importance for ultra reliable low-latency communication (uRLLC) scenarios [5] in the upcoming standards. On another note, probabilistic amplitude shaping (PAS) [6] was recently proposed to close the shaping gap between constrained capacity and unconstrained capacity, by adjusting the channel input distribution. BICM schemes based on binary FEC codes and using PAS were then able to approach the unconstrained channel capacity limits. Further performance improvements of PAS with NB FEC codes were reported in [7], [8] where coding gains between 0.35 dB and 0.63 dB were reported for short block sizes, compared to binary FEC codes designed with the same PAS settings.

The first attempt to approach CM capacity dates back to the turbo trellis-coded modulation (TTCM) schemes [9], based on Ungerboeck’s TCs. More recently, several studies have targeted the design of NB turbo codes (NB-TC). In [3], a NB-TC structure was derived from a protograph sub-ensemble of a NB-LDPC code. In [10], NB-TCs over GF($q$) were designed based on their EXIT charts and an estimate of their truncated union bounds (TUB). Both studies report significant gains in the short-to-moderate block size regime compared to state-of-the-art binary FEC codes. Recently, new NB recursive systematic convolutional codes over GF($q$), $q > 2$, were proposed in [11]. The study of the interleaver and the introduction of a low-complexity decoder were then presented in [12] and [13], respectively, to complement [11] towards the construction of practical NB-TCs outperforming previously published NB FEC codes.

The TUB on the frame error probability is a useful tool to predict the asymptotic performance of FEC codes, which requires the computation of their truncated distance spectrum. The estimation of the truncated Hamming distance spectrum for binary TCs mapped to low- and high-order modulations, as well as for NB-TCs mapped to binary modulations has already been considered in the literature [14], [15]. However, to the best of our knowledge, this question has not yet fully been addressed for NB-TCs mapped to high-order constellations. In this case, the computation of the bound calls for the estimate of the truncated Euclidean distance (ED) spectrum of the code. When the cardinality of the code alphabet $q$ is high, a large number of transitions connect the states in the code trellis, making the enumeration of the sequences very complex. In [10], the $M$-algorithm is proposed to calculate TUBs for NB convolutional codes (NB-CC): only $M$ branches, having the least reliable metrics, are considered at each trellis section. The union bound analysis is then only used to select the constituent convolutional codes and no TUB is derived for the actual resulting NB-TC. In this work, we propose a different and low-complexity method to enumerate error events and to compute TUBs for the NB-TCs studied in [11] and [12].

This letter is structured as follows. Section II introduces the structure of the NB-TCs under study and the main features of their constituent convolutional codes. It also provides the formulation of the union bound for NB codes. In Section III, we describe the different types of error events with low EDs. A method is proposed in Section IV to calculate the resulting ED, as well as their corresponding multiplicities in order to compute the TUB on frame error probability. Simulation results are shown in Section V, and compared to the computed TUBs for several NB-TCs. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES ON NB-TCs

A. Non-binary turbo codes: structure and constituent codes

The NB-TCs studied in this letter consist of a parallel concatenation of two memory-1 NB-CC (defined in [11]) and a symbol-wise interleaver as shown in the left-hand side of Fig. 1. The proposed method applies when the output $u$ of the code defined over GF($q$) is directly mapped to a $q$-QAM constellation or to a smaller constellation, such as a 4-QAM. In the latter case, $q$ has to be a power of 4 and the $q$-ary symbols are decomposed into 4-ary symbols. Since high-order QAM constellations do not have the uniform error property [16], the distance spectrum is not the same for each codeword and one cannot assume the transmission of the all-zero codeword to determine the distance spectrum of the whole code. Therefore,
all possible pairs of sequences diverging from a state in the trellis diagram and then converging back to a state have to be considered. Such sequence pairs are called diverging and converging (DC) sequences in this letter. It was shown in [11] that, since the trellises of these codes are fully connected (as shown in Fig. 1(c) for \( q = 4 \)), finding the length-2 and length-3 DC sequences is sufficient to compute the first two distance terms of the ED spectrum with their exact multiplicities.

**B. Union bound formulation for NB codes**

The frame error probability, \( P_f \), of an NB code defined over GF(\( q \)) is upper bounded by:

\[
P_f \leq \frac{1}{|C|} \sum_{m=1}^{|C|} \sum_{k=1}^{|C|} P(X^m \to X^k)
\]

(1)

where \( C \) represents the set of codewords and \(|C|\) is its cardinality: \(|C| = q^K\) if \( K \) is the message length. \( P(X^m \to X^k) \) is the probability of transmitting codeword \( X^m \) and decoding \( X^k \). For a transmission over the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, this expression becomes:

\[
P_f \leq \frac{2}{|C|} \sum_{i=1}^{\text{max}} n(d_i)Q\left(\frac{d_i}{2\sigma}\right) = 2 \sum_{i=1}^{\text{max}} r(d_i)Q\left(\frac{d_i}{2\sigma}\right)
\]

(2)

where \( d_i, i = 1, \ldots, \text{max} \) are the EDs between the codewords, sorted in ascending order, \( d_{\text{min}} = d_1 < \cdots < d_{\text{max}}, n(d_i) \) and \( r(d_i) = \frac{n(d_i)}{|C|} \) represent the multiplicity and the normalized multiplicity of distance \( d_i \). In practice, the squared ED (SED) \( d_i^2 \) between two codewords is computed as the sum of the SEDs between the constellation signals the codewords are mapped to. \( \sigma \) is the noise standard deviation and \( Q(x) \) is the tail distribution function of the standard normal distribution. The factor 2 in (2) comes from the fact that each distance \( d_i \) has to be accounted for twice if \( d_i \) is the ED between codewords \( X^m \) and \( X^k \), it appears in both terms \( P(X^m \to X^k) \) and \( P(X^k \to X^m) \) in (1).

**III. IDENTIFICATION OF LOW-DISTANCE DC SEQUENCES FOR NB-TCs**

The computation of the exact union bound requires the enumeration of the complete ED spectrum of the code, which is not feasible for large values of \( q \) and/or \( K \). Therefore, in practice, for a given code, one has to identify the most frequent error events, in order to limit the search process. Thanks to the fully connected structure of the trellis of the NB-CCs adopted in this work [11], low-distance error events at the constituent code level can be obtained by enumerating the short – i.e. length-2 and length-3 – DC sequences in the corresponding trellis, as already mentioned in II-A. As a consequence, the low-distance error events for the resulting NB-TC are obtained when short DC sequences for the first NB-CC are combined with short DC sequences for the second NB-CC, due to the effect of interleaving. We will refer to these sequences as turbo-DC sequences.

To the best of our knowledge, no method currently exists to achieve an accurate enumeration of low-distance turbo-DC sequences for a specific interleaver. To address this problem, we have observed the structure of low-distance error events at the output of the turbo decoder and we have identified the underlying reasons for their occurrence, regardless of the interleaver structure: the presence of short cycles in the Tanner graph of the code and the presence of competing sequences differing only in two input symbols.

In what follows, \( X^1 \) denotes the transmitted sequence and \( X^2 \) is a competitor of \( X^1 \). \( \hat{X}^1 \) and \( \hat{X}^2 \) are their interleaved versions. In the figures, we assume the transmission of the all-zero sequence \( X^1 = 0 \) for \( j \in \{0, K-1\} \) starting from state 0 for illustrative purposes only, since all sequences and initial states are to be considered for the estimation of the ED spectrum.

**A. Effect of short cycles in the Tanner graph of NB-TCs: type-A turbo-DC sequences**

Due to iterative decoding, short cycles in the Tanner graph of a turbo code [17] induce a high level of correlation between the extrinsic information sequences exchanged by the constituent decoders. This was shown to hinder the effectiveness of iterative processing for error correction [18], [12]. In the case of the NB-TCs under study, short cycles have a greater effect on performance than for conventional binary TCs, due to the fully connected trellises. Fig. 2 shows an example of a cycle and the resulting turbo-DC sequences in the trellises of the NB-TC constituent codes. The interleaver simultaneously creates a short cycle of length 6 and a pair of turbo-DC sequences, involving the all-zero sequence \( X^1 \) and its competitor \( X^2 \). The turbo-DC sequences created by the cycle are composed of 4 DC sub-sequences numbered from I to IV. The competing sequence differs from the transmitted all-zero sequence in positions \( \{3, 4, 7, 8, 9\} \) in the natural order and \( \{2, 3, 4, 8, 9\} \) in the interleaved order. In general, we can always find a sequence \( X^2 \) (respectively \( \hat{X}^2 \)), competing with \( X^1 \) (respectively \( \hat{X}^1 \)) such that \( X^1 \) and \( X^2 \) (respectively \( \hat{X}^1 \) and \( \hat{X}^2 \)) share the same systematic symbols in all positions except in the positions belonging to a short cycle. When such a scenario occurs, since sequences \( X^1 \) and \( X^2 \) (respectively, their interleaved versions \( \hat{X}^1 \) and \( \hat{X}^2 \)) only differ in a low number of trellis sections, they are highly likely to provide a low ED. These sequences caused by short cycles are called type-A turbo-DC sequences in the remainder of the paper.
B. Effect of DC sequences differing in two input symbols: type-B turbo-DC sequences

Another type of turbo-DC sequences that may result in low EDs is depicted in Fig. 3. They consist of a pair of DC sequences of length \( l_1 + 2 \) in the trellis diagram of the first constituent code (natural order) and a pair of DC sequences of length \( l_2 + 2 \) in the trellis diagram of the second constituent code (interleaved order). If \( S \) is the minimum spread value of the interleaver, such sequences can only exist if \( l_1 + l_2 + 4 \geq S \). Due to the structure of the constituent codes, it is ensured that \( X^1 \) and \( X^2 \) (respectively \( \tilde{X}^1 \) and \( \tilde{X}^2 \)) differ by at least the systematic symbols in the trellis sections where they diverge and converge: in Fig. 3, they differ at positions \( \{3, 5\} \) in the natural order, and at positions \( \{2, 10\} \) in the interleaved order. Due to the fully connected structure of the trellis, there exist some sequences \( X^1 \) and \( X^2 \) (respectively \( \tilde{X}^1 \) and \( \tilde{X}^2 \)) with the same systematic symbols in the \( l_1 \) (respectively \( l_2 \)) remaining positions. In this case, these positions only contribute to the ED through their parity symbols. For low values of \( L = l_1 + l_2 \), these turbo-DC sequences have low EDs even though they meet the spread constraint of the interleaver: they are called type-B turbo-DC sequences in the remainder of the paper.

![Fig. 2. Example of type-A turbo-DC sequences created by a short cycle for a \( q = 4 \) NB-TC. The all-zero sequence is assumed to be transmitted. The length of the cycle is \( g = 6 \).](image)

![Fig. 3. Example of type-B turbo-DC sequences for a \( q = 4 \) NB-TC. A length-\( (l_1 + 2) \) DC sequence is shown in the natural order and a length-\( (l_2 + 2) \) DC sequence is shown in the interleaved order.](image)

IV. ESTIMATION OF THE TRUNCATED DISTANCE SPECTRUM OF NB-TCs

The proposed method first identifies all the type-A sequences corresponding to the shortest cycles created by the interleaver. Then, according to the minimum ED obtained in the first step, we set an upper limit on the length of the type-B sequences that will be searched for in a second step. The proposed method ensures that all turbo-DC sequences with the lowest ED value are identified, as well as some of the turbo-DC sequences with higher distances.

A. Computing the Euclidean distance of type-A sequences

For type-A turbo-DC sequences, the first task is to determine cycles having the shortest lengths, in order to calculate the corresponding minimum achievable ED and then estimate the corresponding multiplicity. The computation of the minimum achievable ED for a given cycle involves finding the different possible turbo-DC sequence shapes for the considered cycle and splitting them into elementary DC sequences, which can be classified into two groups: length-2 DC sequences and length-\( l \) DC sequences with \( l > 2 \). Then, the minimum SED can be computed for each turbo-DC sequence shape by simply adding up the SEDs of the constituent DC sequences.

For DC sequences longer than 2 (II and III in Fig. 2), the minimum ED values can be obtained by splitting up the sequences into three types of trellis sections: a diverging section \( D \), a converging section \( C \) and \( l - 2 \) intermediate sections \( I \). The diverging section \( D \) involves competing transitions that diverge from the same state in the trellis with different systematic and parity values \( X^1 \) and \( X^2 \) for II in Fig. 2), the converging section \( C \) involves the competing trellis transitions that converge to the same state \( X^1 \) and \( X^2 \) for II in Fig. 2), and the competing transitions for intermediate sections \( I \) do not share the same starting state nor the same ending state \( X^1 \) and \( X^2 \) for II in Fig. 2). For a given NB-CC, the minimum values of the SEDs related to each section type, \( D, I \) and \( C \), can be easily computed from the trellis. The minimum SED for the DC sequences of length \( l > 2 \), \( d^2(DC - l) \), is given by:

\[
d^2(DC - l) = d^2(D) + (l - 2)d^2(I) + d^2(C)
\]  

(3)

where \( d^2(D), d^2(C) \) and \( d^2(I) \) are the minimum SED values for each section type. For a rate-1/2 NB-CC code, each term in (3) is the sum of two distance terms related to the systematic and parity symbols \( s \) and \( p: d^2(.) = d^2_s(.) + d^2_p(.) \). Then, each term is calculated as the SED between the constellation signals on which the symbols have been mapped. In fact, due to the design rules of the NB-CC [11] and, especially due to the fully-connected trellis, the minimum distance value for a section \( I \) is achieved when the systematic symbols of both sequences are identical in the considered trellis section. Then \( d_s(I) \) is equal to 0 and the minimum achievable SED for length-\( l \) \( (l > 2) \) DC sequences is equal to:

\[
d^2(DC - l) = \left( d^2_s(D) + d^2_p(D) \right) + (l - 2)d^2_p(I) + \left( d^2_s(C) + d^2_p(C) \right)
\]  

(4)

When the NB code is directly mapped to a \( q \)-QAM constellation, \( d_p(I) \) is equal to the minimum Euclidean distance between two signals in the constellation, \( d_{q-QAM} \).

For length-2 DC sequences such as I and IV in Fig. 2, this decomposition is not valid since the NB-CCs are designed to guarantee that the minimum SED of a length-2 sequence is greater than the sum of the minimum SEDs of sections \( D \) and \( C \) taken separately [11]. Therefore, length-2 DC sequences have to be handled apart and \( d^2(DC - 2) \) is known for a given
NB-CC. It can also be written as:
\[
d^2(DC - 2) = d_i^2(DC - 2) + d_p^2(DC - 2)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

In the example of Fig. 2, the cycle of length 6 results in pairs of turbo-DC sequences composed of length-2 and length-3 DC sequences for both constituent codes. The minimum achievable SED \(d_{g=6}^2\) for this shape of turbo-DC sequences is obtained by adding up the minimum achievable SEDs of the constituent DC sequences (I to IV). However, since the systematic symbols are transmitted once for both constituent codes, they should not be counted twice. Therefore, only the parity terms are considered for sequences I and II or for sequences III and IV. Then:
\[
d_{g=6}^2 = d_i^2(DC - 2) + d_{II}^2(DC - 3) + d_{III}^2(DC - 3) + d_{IV}^2(DC - 2)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The SED of a type-A turbo-DC sequence increases with the length of the cycle. In practice, we enumerate all the type-A sequences with the shortest cycle length \(p_{min}\) (i.e., the girth) and their corresponding SED is computed using (4) and/or (5). In order to get a more accurate value of the bound, the proposed approach can be extended to higher cycle lengths, but the search complexity is then significantly increased.

\section*{B. Computing the Euclidean distance of type-B sequences}

Type-B turbo-DC sequences are composed of two pairs of DC sequences of length \(l_1 + 2\) and \(l_2 + 2\). As mentioned earlier, for this type of sequences, the lowest SED values are obtained when all the systematic symbols in the competing sequences are identical, except in the \(D\) and \(C\) trellis sections. Therefore, using the same notations as in the previous section and counting the systematic terms only once, according to (4), the minimum achievable SED for the type-B turbo-DC sequences of Fig. 3 is expressed as:
\[
d_{l_1+l_2}^2 = \left( d_i^2(D) + d_s^2(C) \right) \left. + \left. \left( d_p^2(D) + l_1d_p^2(I) + d_p^2(C) \right) \right|^{\text{V or VI}} \right. \\
\]
\[
+ \left( d_p^2(D) + l_2d_p^2(I) + d_p^2(C) \right) \right|^{\text{VI}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

In order to limit the complexity of the enumeration process for type-B turbo-DC sequences, an upper limit has been set on the value of \(L = l_1 + l_2\) to be considered. Targeting sequences with low SED, only type-B sequences with distances lower than or equal to the minimum SED achieved by the enumerated type-A turbo-DC sequences, \(d_{g_{min}}^2\), are considered. The value of \(L\) is chosen so that \(d_{g_{min}}^2 \leq d_{l_1+l_2}^2\). Rearranging (7), we obtain:
\[
L \leq L_{max} = \frac{d_{g_{min}}^2 - \left( d_i^2(D) + d_s^2(C) \right) - 2 \left( d_p^2(D) + d_p^2(C) \right) + d_p^2(I)}{d_p^2(I)}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Type-B turbo-DC sequences with length up to \(L_{max}\) are enumerated and their corresponding SEDs are computed using (7). In order to get a more accurate value of the bound, the enumeration can be extended to longer type-B sequences, but the search complexity is then significantly increased.

\section*{C. Computation of the truncated union bound}

After the enumeration of type-A and type-B turbo-DC sequences, the TUB is computed following (2). However, the computation of the term \(r(d_i)\) in (2) cannot be directly derived because all the enumerated types of turbo-DC sequences do not have the same weight in the bound formula. In fact, each considered pair of turbo-DC sequences represents a larger subset of codewords, defined by the possible values of the \(K-l\) information symbols that do not participate in the considered turbo-DC sequence of length \(l\). These \(K-l\) systematic symbols can take any value in \(GF(q)\). For type-A sequences, \(l = g\) where \(g\) is the length of the correlation cycle, and for type-B sequences \(l = 2l_1 + l_2\). In both cases, each turbo-DC sequence accounts for a subset of \(q^{K-l}\) pairs of codewords.

The enumeration of each subset of type-A and type-B sequences provides an ED sub-spectrum, with distance values \(d_i, i \geq 1\) and their multiplicities. Let \(S(l, d_i)\) denote the set of the enumerated type-A and type-B turbo-DC sequences of length \(l\) having Euclidean distance \(d_i\) and let \(|S(l, d_i)|\) be the cardinality of this set. Since \(|C| = q^K\), which is the total number of codewords, the normalized multiplicity is computed as:
\[
r(d_i) = \frac{\sum_l |S(l, d_i)| q^{K-l} K}{q^K}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Depending on the cycle length considered for enumerating type-A sequences and the value \(L_{max}\) considered for the enumeration of type-B sequences, the multiplicities of larger EDs may be underestimated. Despite this simplification and since the \(Q(.)\) function decreases rapidly, limiting the study to the lowest EDs is often sufficient to predict the asymptotic performance of the considered codes.

\section*{V. Numerical results}

Following the proposed method, the TUBs of two NB-TCs over GF(64) mapped to 64-QAM and 4-QAM are estimated. Two NB-CCs taken from [11] are used: \(c_1\) and \(c_2\) are NB-CCs with the worst and best distance spectra reported in [11], respectively. The polynomial used for the generation in GF(64) is \(P_{GF(64)}(x) = 1 + x^2 + x^3 + x^5 + x^6\). The binary images of the 64-QAM and 4-QAM symbols are denoted by \(b_0b_1b_2b_3\) and \(b_0b_1\), where \(b_5\) and \(b_1\) represent the most significant bits (MSB), respectively. The mapping to the constellations is given in Table I.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Binary mapping of the quadrature/in-phase axis for 64-QAM and 4-QAM constellations.}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{64-QAM} & \textbf{4-QAM} \\
\hline
\textbf{Value} & \textbf{Value} & \textbf{Value} & \textbf{Value} & \textbf{Value} & \textbf{Value} \\
\textbf{+1} & \textbf{-1} & \textbf{+5} & \textbf{-5} & \textbf{+3} & \textbf{-3} & \textbf{+3} & \textbf{-3} \\
\textbf{b_0b_1} & \textbf{b_0b_1} & \textbf{b_0b_1} & \textbf{b_0b_1} & \textbf{b_0b_1} & \textbf{b_0b_1} \\
\textbf{000} & \textbf{110} & \textbf{001} & \textbf{111} & \textbf{011} & \textbf{101} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

No puncturing is applied, and two different frame sizes are considered: \(K = 160\) GF(64) symbols, i.e., equivalent to 960 bits, for the codes mapped to 64-QAM and \(K = 30\) GF(64) symbols, i.e., equivalent to 180 bits, for the codes mapped to 4-QAM. The symbol interleaver is based on almost regular permutation (ARP) [19] designed according to minimum
spread and girth criteria as in [12] and whose parameters are given in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Girth</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>(S(0),...,S(Q−1))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64-QAM</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>(0,150,62,10,110,22,20,98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-QAM</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>(0,25,14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To estimate the ED spectrum, only type-A sequences corresponding to the minimum girth achieved by the interleaver (given in Table II) are enumerated. When mapped to a 64-QAM constellation, the resulting values of \( L_{\text{max}} \) used to enumerate type-B sequences are: \( L_{\text{max}} = 9 \) for code \( c_1 \), and \( L_{\text{max}} = 32 \) for code \( c_2 \). Table III provides the values of the first ED terms with their normalized multiplicities. TUBs were calculated according to (2) and (9).

TABLE III
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>( d_1 )</th>
<th>( d_2 )</th>
<th>( d_3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((d_1,d_2,d_3))</td>
<td>( r(d_1) )</td>
<td>( r(d_2) )</td>
<td>( r(d_3) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_1 )</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>1.113</td>
<td>1.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((41,2,0))</td>
<td>8.5e-04</td>
<td>7.3e-06</td>
<td>1.4e-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_2 )</td>
<td>1.603</td>
<td>1.662</td>
<td>1.718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((31,5,18))</td>
<td>1.4e-08</td>
<td>1.4e-08</td>
<td>5.8e-08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 shows the corresponding error correction performance in terms of frame error rate (FER) as a function of \( E_s/N_0 \); the rightmost set of curves corresponds to the case of a 64-QAM constellation, and the leftmost set of curves corresponds to the case of a 4-QAM constellation. TUBs are shown to approach the NB-TCs simulated performance very closely in the error floor region. The results of Fig. 4 validate the proposed approach for different component codes, constellation orders and frame sizes.

Fig. 4. FER performance of the NB-TCs defined over GF(64) with their corresponding TUBs. AWGN channel, 8 decoding iterations with the scaled Max-Log-MAP algorithm.

VI. CONCLUSION

This letter describes a practical method for the computation of the TUB of NB-TCs associated with high-order modulations. The shapes of most frequent error events in the code trellises are identified. They are in practice caused by short cycles in the Tanner graph of the NB-TC and by input sequences differing in only two symbols. The corresponding lowest ED values are calculated and TUBs can be estimated. Resulting bounds are found to approach simulated results in several considered cases, validating the proposed approach. They can therefore be a useful tool for the design of efficient memory-1 NB-TCs. The same method can be applied for NB-CCs with higher constraint lengths. However, in the last case, longer DC sequences should be considered and the enumeration complexity is then significantly increased.
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